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four classes :-I. Those which occur when the isobar, 
passing through St. Petersburg, bounds a space of low 
pressure, or when St. Petersburg is included within the 
area of a cyclone ; 2. When the isobar bounds the space 
of high pressure, or is within the area of an anticyclone ; 
3. When it is in the calm centre of an anticyclone; and 
4. When the isobar does not, at least on the map of 
Europe, inclose a space, but stretches away in a line 
,~hich is either straight or irregularly waved. This divi
s10n is carried out as regards the two great divisions of 
the year, viz., the cold half, extending from October to 
March, and the warm half from April to September. 

The following will indicate the importance of the 1·esults 
a~rived at :-1. DuriJ~£?" tlze cold lwlf o/ tlze year, northerly 
wmds (N.E. and N.) when connected with a cyclone have 
t!:e pressure 0·370 inch below the average, the tempera
ture 2•·3 above the average, the relative humidity 90, and 
the sky all but completely covered with cloud ; with an 
anticyclone, pressure is 0·271 inch above the average, 
temperature 8°·6 below the average, humidity 84, and sky 
only three-fourths covered ; and with a straight indeter
minate isobar, pressure is 0·201 inch above the average, 
temperature 5°·8 below the average, humidity 89, and sky 
less than three-fourths covered. 2. DurinJ; tlie warm 
half of tlie y ear, northerly winds connected with a cyclone 
have pressure 0·192 inch, and temperature 5°·4 below the 
average, humidity 87, and cloud 8 ; with an anticylone 
pressure is 0·206 inch, and tempera ture 0°·5 above the 
average, humidity 75, and cloud 4; and with strai~-ht 
indeterminate isobars, pressure is 0·104 inch above, and 
temperature 3°4 below the average, humidity 76, and 
cloud 5. 

As regards the S.E. wind, with a cyclone the tempera
ture is 7°·2 above the average in winter, but only 1°·8 in 
summer; and with an anticyclone, 4°·0 below the average 
in winter, but 2°·5 above it in summer. Again, with 
straight isobars, S.E., S., and S.W. winds have in winter 
a temperature 7°7 al.Jove the average, humidity 93, and 
cloud 9 ; but in summer the figures are 5°·2, 82, and 6 
respectively. One of the most suggestive results is that 
obtained from the examination of the anticyclone in 
summer, particularly as regards its calm central space. 
In the periphery of the anticyclone where winds pre
vail, the cloud accompanying the different winds varies 
from 3 with S.W. to 5 with E. winds, but in the calm 
central space the amount is only 2 ; in other words, the 
space covered by the anticyclone is remarkable for the 
clearness of its sky, and the central portion is the clearest. 
Owing to the strong insolation which takes place under 
these circumstances, the temperature of the whole space 
covered by the anticyclone is raised 2°·1 above the 
average ; with northerly winds (N.E., N., and N.W.) the 
excess is, as might be expected, small, being only 0°·5, 
but with S. and S. W. winds the average excess is 4°·1. 
The excess in the calm centre is only 1°·3, which is smaller 
than the excess which accompanies winds from the E., 
S.E., S., S. W., and W. points· of the compass. 

In a review of the weather of Europe during 1868, * Mr. 
Buchan drew attention to the anticyclone which over
spread a considerable portion of Europe from the 2nd to 
4th August, as the immediate cause of the hot weather 
experienced in Great Britain at the time, and which he 
regarded as the simple result of the widespread high 
pressure, the comparatively calm atmosphere, the clear 
sky, the dry air, and the strong insolation which accom
panied these conditions. At the same time, to the west, 
north, and south-east, pressures were low, the sky clouded, 
and much rain fell. Since the wind blew out from 
the anticyclone in all directions,-E. and S.E. winds 
in Great Britain and France, W. in Austria, and S. W. 
in Sweden and W. in Russia,-without diminishing the 
high pressure of the anticyclone, it was suggested that 

ll: _Atlas MetCorologique <le l'Observatoire ImpCrial, Ann e 1868, D. 39,. 
!>ans, 1869. 

the high pressure was maintained by air-currents ascen
ding from the regions of low pres~ure to the west, north, 
and south-east, and thence flowmg as upper currents 
towards and then down upon the region of the anticyclone. 
In connection with this point Clement Ley has made 
some valuable observations on the upper currents of the 
atmosphere, showing that they flow outwards from the 
centre of the cyclone, and inwards towards the anti
cyclone. If this view be correct, the centre of the anti
~yclone must necessarily be filled with a slowly descend
mg current. 

Now, it will be observed from Dr. Ki:ippen's inquiry 
~hat th~ centre of the anticyclone is the clearest, on leav
mg which and entering the regions in which winds blow, 
the sky becomes more clouded-a result strictly in 
accordance with a descending current over the calm 
region of the centre. Again, in the calm centre the tem
perature is lower than round the periphery (except where 
N.E., N ., and N. W. winds prevail, bringing air current~ 
from colder regions, and therefore of a lower tempera
ture), a result admitting of explanation only on the sup
position of a descending current within the central space 
since, were there no descending current, the temperatur~ 
would be hottest in the centre where the atmosphere is 
clearest and the air stillest. 

We are now, thanks to Dr. Koppen, put in possession 
of a truly scientific method of discussing wind-observa
tions in their climatic relations, the value of which will 
be the more apparent when the observations of places in 
different parts of Europe have been discussed in accord
ance with it. What is now wanted, as regards the diffi
cult but vital question of the observation of the wind, is 
that truly comparable anemometers be procurable, and 
that they be placed in situations and positions so that 
they may fairly record the direction, velocity, and pres
sure of the air-currents which pass over the district where 
they are placed. 

SCIENCE IN GERMANY 

(From a German Correspondent) 

M VON JOLLY, in Munich, has recently constructed 
• an apparatus for gas-determination by absorption. 

Its arrangement is, in general, similar to that of Frank
land's apparatus, but it is distinguished from this, as 
from all other apparatus hitherto used for gas analysis, 
by the principle of measurement that is peculiar to it. 
Measurement is made,not of the changes of volume, which, 
for example, the air undergoes through absorption of car
bonic acid and of oxygen, but of chanJ(eS of pressure, the 
volume remaining t/1e same. All the air-quantities to be 
measured are brought to the same volume, through corre
sponding change of pressure, in a measuring vessel, the 
contents of which must not be known ; while a tempera
ture of c° is produced by surrounding the measuring 
vessel with snow or ice. Thus, each time the tension is 
measured under which the air-quantity to be considered 
assumes that constant volume, before and after absorption 
of a portion of the mixture. This process has various 
advantages over those hitherto in use. The calculation 
of the gas-volumes at normal pressure_ and temperature is 
rendered superfluous ; the number of separate observa
tions required is diminished. 

M. J olly's apparatus is repres·ented in the annexed 
figure. A is the absorption bell-jar; it is of nearly 100 c.c. 
capacity. It is open below, and stands in a pneumatic 
trough. B is the cylindrical measuring vessel · of equal 
capacity with the absorption jar. By means of a T-shapcd 
perforated glass cock h, the vessels A and B can be con
nected ; they can also be put in communication with the 
atmosphere by the capillary tube g. B is connected by 
means of a capillary tube, with a wide glass tube E. At 
f there is, within the curve, where the capillary tube 
opens, a small tongue of dark glass, 1 to 2 mm. long, with 
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the point directed downwards. (This point serves the 
purpose of fixing with certainty the surfa~e of the mercury 
contained in E, for the point is reflected rn the surface of 
the meniscus.) E is connected by means of caoutchouc 
tubing with a wide vessel D, which is fixed to a moveable 
carrier, and can be easily moved up and down. The tube 
c, which forms the vertical prolongation of the vessel D 
upwards, moves before a scale with millimetre divisions. 

. When the apparatus is to be used, a portion of D and E 
is first filled with mercury. Then the cock /1 above is 
opened an~ _D pushed up to the height of the cock ; where
upon the nsmg mercury fills the measuring vessel B, while 
the ve~sel D_ get~ emptied. When the rising mercury 
comes ~nto VIew m the small funnel f;, you shut the cock 
and bnng the vessel D do~n again, whereupon the mer
cury runs out of the measurmg vessel and leaves there an 
empty space. If B be now connected with A the air is 
:ucked ov~r from the absorption jar into the measuring 

essel, while the mercury of the pneumatic trough rises 

in the absorption jar. This air is also removed from 
the apparatus in the way above described. The air
specimen to be examined is now brought into the absorption 
jar, and allowed to pass over into the measuring vessel, 
which is surrounded with snow or pounded ice.1 When 
the gas is cooled, the mercury in- E is so placed that the 
tongue point touches the meniscus. Since the scale num
bers begin at the height of the tongue point, by reading off 
the position of the mercury in D, the height of the m ercury 
column is obtained, which taken together with the ten
sion of the included air-specimen, makes equilibrium with 
the external air-pressure. On deducting from the imme
diately observed barometer height the observed column of 
mercury, the pressure of the enclosed air at o0 is obtained. 
Next, by suitable position of the vessel D and turning of 
the cock, the measured air-specimen is allowed to flow 
over again into the absortion jar. Afterwards, some small 
pieces of fused pyrogallic acid are introduced with a pin
cette under the mercury into the absorption jar. When 
the resulting absorption of the oxygen is finished, you 
measure, in the same way, in the measuring vessel, the 
tension of the remaining nitrogen. (The tension of the 
saturated water vapour at o0 = 4·6 mm. is deducted in 
each calculation from the tension obtained in the measur
ing vessel.) 

Let V be the volume of the measuring vessel, P the 
pressure of the air-quantity contained in it, then, accord-
ing to Mariotte's law- · 

VP= 76oy, 
if y denotes the volume of this air-quantity at o° C and 
760 mm. Let P' be the pressure of the remaining nitrogen, 
tben-

VP' = 76oz, 
where x denotes the volume of this quantity of nitrogen 
at 0° C and 760 mm. Consequently-

P' P' 
X =y p = IOO p 

ify = 100. 
When it is wished to analyse bre1thed air with this 

apparatus, the carbonic acid is first removed with potash 
lye, and the oxygen with pyroga!Iic acid. The oxygen 
may also be removed with a piece of phosphorus, by in
flaming it with an induction-spark in the absorption jar. 

It is known that the experiments which have been 
made by Maxwell, O. E. Meyer, Obermeyer, and Puluj, 
on the dependence of friction of gases on temperature, 
have not led to concordant results. lVI. Puluj bas there
fore lately made a large number of experiments with air, 
hydrogen , and rnrbonic acid, in order definitely to deter
mine the relation between friction of gases and the tem
perature. This investigation was carried out in the 
laboratory of Prof. Kundt, in Strassburg. The apparatus 
used for the purpose was the friction apparatus of Kundt 
and ,varburg, which is essentially not very different from 
Maxwell's, and consists of a glass disc oscillating between 
two fixed discs. 

According to the dynamical theory of gases, the con
stant of friction should be proportional to the square root 
of the absolute temperature, £.e.-

n = n 0 ( I + a 0)½ 
where n0 denotes the constant of friction of the gas at 
temperature 0 = o0 C., and a the coefficient of expansion 
of the gas. If we make, generally, 

7t = 110 ( r + a 0)" 
we have from the experiments of Puluj-
For air, n=o·72196 ± ·01825 between - 3° C. alld + 25°·6 C, 
For H, n=o·69312 ± 0·01088 - 1°·5 C. and+ 30° C. 
For CO2, n=o·91654 ± 0·01394 + 1° C. and+ 29° C. 

The exponent for air is smaller than Meyer's (¾)1 

x To apply the ice a vertical sheet~iron cylinder is u1icd, separable into 
halves; it surrounds the measuring vessel at an interval of about 3 cm. In 
the figure the outline of the cylinder is sl:l.O\'r·n by dotted lines. 
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and larger than that formerly obtained by Puluj from 
transpiration-experiments with capillary tubes (f ). The 
exponent for hydrogen is somewhat smalier than that 
for air. Not a little interesting is the remarkably large 
exponent for carbonic acid, in which the friction appears 
nearly to follow the law of temperature, to which Max
well's new theory of gases leads (which, as is known, 
proceeds from the supposition of a repulsive action at a 
distance, inversely proportional to the fifth power of the 
distance of the molecules). 

From these experiments it clearly· appears that the 
friction does not, in all gases, vary witli the te1nperature 
in tlze same way. The theory of gases must still undergo 
modification, in order to afford us a satisfactory explana-
tion of this molecular process. S. W. 

THE EARLY HISTORY OF MAGNETISM 

THE earliest references to the properties of the magnet 
occur in the annals of the Chinese nation, who used 

it as a means of guiding the wayfarer over the vast and 
trackless plains of Eastern Asia, long before it was applied 
to mant1rne purposes. To the Emperor Hoang-Ti who 
lived 2,000 years before our era, is attributed the inv;ntion 
of a chariot, upon which stood an elevated figure pointing 
to the south, independently of any position of the chariot. 
Nearly ten centuries later, we find the learned Tcheou• 
Koung presenting and teaching the use of the tchi-nan
kiu, or chariot indicating the south, to some envoys from 
Y oue-tchang, a southern maritime province. The com
pass, or, as it is even now called in Chinese, tchi-nan, 
appears to have been first used at sea by this remarkable 
nation about the third century of our era, during the Tsin 
dynasty. 

When the compass became known in Europe is dis
puted; Gilbert refers its introduction to Marco Polo about 
1::60,1 but it is prolnble tint earlier acc:;unts of it were 
brought from the East by the Crusaders, an accurate 
de:;cription of it occurring in a poem entitled "La Bible" 
written by the minstrel Guiot de Provence about the ye~t 
I 190. A Latin letter ascribed to Peter Adsiger, 1269, 

preserved amon$ the manu_scripts of the ui:iversity 
of Leyden, contams the fol101vmg remark on the declina
tion of the needle:-" Take notice that the magnet as 
well as the needle that has been touched by it, does ~ot 
point exactly to the poles, but that part of it which i5 
reckoned to point to the south declines a little to the 
west ; and that part which looks towards the north in
clines a~ much to the east. The exact quantity of this 
decl111at10n I have found, after numerous experiments, to 
be five degrees." 

The discovery of the dip of the needle is due to Robert 
Norman, a nautical instrnment maker at Wapping, near 
London, who is described by Gilbert as "a skilful sailor 
and ingenious artificer." He found that after being 
touched by a magnet the needle always appeared heavier 
at its northern end, and making an instrument to deter
mine the greatest angle formed with the horizon he ob-
served the inclination in 1576 to be 71° 5o'. ' 

In the early part of the following century the variation 
of the declination was clearly ascertained, ~nd was attri
buted by Bond, a teacher of navigation in London to the 
motion of two magnetic poles. ' 

In the year 1600 was published the celebrated treatise 
" De Magnete," by Gilbert of Colchester, who was pro
nounced by his gr~at contemp?rary Galileo, to be "great 
to a degree that might be envied." Gilbert regarded our 
globe as a great magnet, and its centre as the centre of 
the magnetir. motions of the earth. Variation he defines 
to be the arc intersected between the point where the 
meridian of the place cuts the horizon, and that point to 

1 
,. Scienti:t _Neuticce pyxidula! traducta videtur in Italiam per Paulum 

Veneturn, 4u1 circa annwn M.CCLX. apud Chinas artem pyxidis didicet. 
De l\faguete, p. 4. 

which the magnetic needle looks ; the length of this arc 
varying with the place of observation. He states that 
from the coast of Guinea to the Canary Islands and 
thence throughout Spain, Gaul, England, Germany' and 
Norway, the magnetic needle turns towards the east that 
on the opposite shores of North America it turns t~ the 
west, whilst near to the Azores it points exactly north 
and south ; nor does he fail to observe that from the 
north of Brazil, along the coast of South America to the 
Straits of Magellan, ~h_e southern ~nd of the 11eedle points 
west o~ t~e true men~ian. He re3ects the vulgar opinions 
of vanat10n dependmg upon magnetic mountains or 
magnetic rocks, upon the poles of the zodiac or the 
positions of certain fixed stars, but ascribes it 'in some 
measure to the configuration of sea and land on the 
surface of the earth ; chiefly, however, to irregularities in 
what he terms the magnetic globe and true earth which 
he conceives to be more considerable under the con
tinents than below the depths of the ocean. He devotes 
the fifth book of his work to a full account of the dip of 
the needle, termed by him declination, with a minute 
description of the instruments used in its measurement. 

Descartes attributes variation to the irregularities of 
the earth's surface, considering magnetic attraction 
strongest wherever iron and loadstone are most abun
dant. To account for the variation of the compass, he 
asserts that the amount of iron in certain localities 
constantly changes, partly because man draws it from one 
phce to transport it to another, and partly because 11ew 
iron is formed in some districts where there was none 
before, whilst i_rr others old ir<?n 1'.ecomes corrupted and 
~1~appears entirely. To ei::plam hrs theory of magnetism 
1t 1s necessary to state bnefly the hypothesis he formed 
respecting matter in general, an hypothesis for which he 
does not claim absolute truth, but one from which deduc
tions may be made in conformity with experience. The 
universe he supposed was formed originally of one uniform 
materiai, divided into equal parts having equal move
ments. These movements he considered to be twofold 
each part revolving on its own axis, and several tocrethe; 
revolving round fixed centres, and thus forming distinct 
vortices. As he deemed no void possible, it followed that 
these parts being equal, could not at first have been 
round, but might eventually become so, their angles as 
they met together being rubbed off and the intervening 
spaces filled with the dust or dt!bris. 

Descartes considered these two forms of matter as two 
elements of the universe, the first consisting of the debris 
and the second of the little spheres. The less agitated 
parts of the first move chiefly in straight lines from the 
poles _to the centre of each vortex, and in passing through 
the triangular spaces often left between contiguous balls of 
the second element, they assume the form of fluted, spiral 
columns. On the disposition of their channels the force 
of the magnet principally depends. His third element is 
formed by the union of the less subtile matter of the first, 
including the fluted columns. From the centrifugal force 
of the round parts a central space is left within each 
vortex, composed purely of matter of the first element ; this 
Descartes suppo~ed to fonn an extremely subtile body, 
such as he conceived the fixed stars to be, and even con
sidered that the earth formerly occupied such a centre till 
the less subtile matter collecting on its surface changed 
into that of the third element, and thus formed clouds and 
other obscure bodies. As each new layer was added the 
force of the containing vortex diminished, and more m~tter 
escaped into the surrounding vortices than returned to 
occupy its place; finally, the earth, enveloped in its atmo
sphere, descended to the position it now occupies in the 
powerful vortex around the sun. He divides it into three 
regions, the lowest consisting entirely of matter of the first 
element ; the middle, of an opaque solid body containing 
passages sufficiently large to admit the fluted columns of 
the first, but not the spheres of the second element, 
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